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The classic susceptible-infected-recovered (SIR) models provide a good approach
for modeling the spread of communicable diseases. However, this model is not
suitable to understand the spatial implications on the spreading of the disease or
the impact of individual interactions. Our open-source platform uses an extension
of the classic SIR models for rapidly prototyping different aspects of virus spread
and infection of the population using a spatial approach. This platform is useful for
studying the spread of the disease and analyzing the simulation results with
advanced visualization tools.

M

athematical models are useful for predicting the spread of diseases, their effects,
and for assessing the effect of preventive
measures. A now traditional model proposed by Kermack and McKendrick1 introduced an approach to
characterize the propagation of a disease by classifying the population in compartments, and by deﬁning
differential equations that describe how individuals
transition from one compartment to another. This socalled “SIR” model considers individuals susceptible to
the disease, those who are infected, and those who
recovered. Although SIR-based models are useful for
characterizing the spread of diseases at a macroscopic level, they are not adequate to understand the
spatial dimensions of the phenomenon. Instead, in the
Cell-DEVS formalism,2 we can build space-based compartmental models using the model by dividing the
space into units (called “cells,” with uniform or nonuniform topologies) that represent segments of the
space. Schuster3 introduced a method for building SIR
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models using cellular automata and lattice gases.
Here, we explore a Cell-DEVS implementation of a
new SIR epidemiological model that includes a new
compartment for those who are deceased, and the
possibility that recovered individuals could lose immunity and become susceptible to the disease again
(called a susceptible-infected-recovered-deceasedsusceptible or “SIRDS” model). We also show how to
model a stratiﬁcation of the population into segments
according to their age. We focus on how to use the
model and the tools to conduct different experiments
with ease.

MODELING SPACE-BASED
MODELS WITH CELL-DEVS
Cell-DEVS describes a model of a system of interest by
considering the spatial nature of its components and
divides the model space into a collection of cells
arranged in a grid. Each cell behaves as a timed ﬁnite
state machine whose next state depends on its current state and inputs receiving from neighboring cells.
Figure 1 shows a schematic view of a cell and a 2-D
Cell-DEVS model (the ﬁgure shows a square topology
but close neighbors can be deﬁned using any kind of
polygons).
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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FIGURE 1. Cell-DEVS model. (a) Schematic of a cell. (b) 2-D
Cell-DEVS.

Figure 1(a) shows how a single cell is organized.
Cell-DEVS uses continuous time and each cell
reacts to discrete events received as inputs. When
an input is received, a cell is activated and invokes
the local computing function t, which computes a
new state for the cell. Changes in cell state must
be communicated to the neighboring cells after
waiting for a time speciﬁed by the delay function d.
The delay function allows complex timing behaviors
in each cell.
The neighborhood set Vi;j in Figure 1(b) contains all
the cells that are neighbors of cell i; j. In the example,
Vi;j corresponds to a widely used topology, called the
von Neumann neighborhood.4

where s is the susceptibility rate (the probability
that an exposed person becomes infected), ma;b
i;j is
the mobility factor (the probability of an individual
of cell a; b moving to cell i; j), and n is the virulence
rate (the probability that an infected individual
spreads the disease). These conﬁguration parameters depend on the age segment. For example, s½n
can be higher for age segments that represent
elderly people, whereas ma;b
i;j ½n can be higher for
young individuals.
Additionally, a fraction of infectious individuals
become recovered depending on the recovery rate g
(the probability that an infected person recovers),
another fraction dies according to the mortality rate "
(the probability that an infected person dies), and part
of the recovered population loses the immunity to the
disease depending on the immunity rate v (the probability that a recovered person remains immune to the
disease). Equation (3) shows how these values are
computed
t1
t1
rti;j ½n ¼ Ii;j
½n  g½ndti;j ½n ¼ Ii;j
½n  "½nsti;j ½n

¼ Rt1
i;j  ð1  v½nÞ:

Finally, the cell state is updated as detailed in

A SIRDS MODEL IN CELL-DEVS
Our SIRDS Cell-DEVS model, which is based on a compartmental Cellular Automata model presented in
White et al.,5 divides the population into multiple age
segments. At a given time t, the state of each cell i; j
is deﬁned as
n
o
t
t
uti;j ¼ Pi;j ; Si;j
; Ii;j
; Rti;j ; Dti;j

(1)

where Pi;j corresponds to the total population of the
t
t
cell, Si;j
is the portion of susceptible population, Ii;j
t
represents those who are infected, Ri;j those who
recovered from the disease, and Dti;j is the proportion
of individuals deceased due to the pandemic. The
model divides the population into N different age segments, and all the model parameters are organized as
N-tuples. For example, Pi;j ½n is the total population of
cell i; j in the age segment n.
When an external event activates the cell i; j, its
local computation function computes the new infections at time t for every age segment n according to
8
9
t1
<
=
X
Pa;b ½k  Ia;b
½k
t1
 ma;b
iti;j ½n ¼ Si;j
½n  s½n  min 1;
½k

n½k
i;j
: a;b2V k21;...;N
;
Pi;j ½n
i;j

(2)
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(3)

t
t1
½n ¼ Si;j
½n þ sti;j ½n  iti;j ½n
Si;j
t
t1
Ii;j
½n ¼ Ii;j
½n þ iti;j ½n  ðrti;j ½n þ dti;j ½nÞ
t
t
Rti;j ½n ¼ Rt1
i;j ½n þ ri;j ½n  si;j ½n

(4)

t
Dti;j ½n ¼ Dt1
i;j ½n þ di;j ½n:

This model has been implemented using the Cadmium simulator,6 a C++ environment that allows deﬁning and executing Cell-DEVS models. The SIRDS model,
along with instructions to run simulations and visualize
the simulation output, can be found in our public
GitHub repository.a

SIMULATING THE SIRDS MODEL
The ﬁrst example in the repository includes a conﬁguration ﬁle to simulate the SIRDS model using
COVID-19 parameters found at config/scenario.json in
the model’s GitHub repository. In this scenario, we
deﬁne a uniform lattice of 25  25 cells.b There are
100 people in each cell, divided into four age segments (20 children, 40 young adults, 20 adults, and

a

https://github.com/SimulationEverywhere-Models/CiSEPandemic
b
https://github.com/SimulationEverywhere-Models/CiSEPandemic/tree/main/visualization
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20 elderly individuals). By default, all the individuals
belong to the susceptible compartment at the
beginning of the simulation, regardless of their
age segment

FIGURE 2. Overall epidemic trajectory of the scenario.

For all the age segments, the virulence rate n (i.e.,
the probability of an infected person infects another
person) is set to 0.02. The recovery rate g (i.e., the
probability of getting recovered from the illness) is
higher for younger individuals, whereas the mortality
rate " (i.e., the percentage of infected people that dies
daily due to the disease) increases with age (as in the
case of COVID-19). In this scenario, recovered people
never lose immunity to the disease (i.e., the immunity
rate v is 1)

You can execute this scenario by running the application and providing the path to the conﬁguration ﬁle
as follows:
cd bin
:=CiSEPandemic ::=config=scenario:json
Note that it is very important to run the application
from a t1erminal whose working directory is the bashbin/folder (i.e., the one containing the application
executable).

VISUALIZATION OF THE RESULTS
We use a von Neumann neighborhood, as presented in Figure 1. The mobility factor is higher in
young and adult individuals, whereas children and the
elderly move less

Finally, we deﬁne an alternative initial cell conﬁguration, which starts with 1% of the young inhabitants
infected

The cell 0,0 (i.e., the upper left corner of the scenario) is the only cell using this alternative conﬁguration as a starting value
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A Jupyter Notebook is available in the GitHub repositoryc to analyze the simulation results and generate
charts to interpret the evolution of the disease. The
visualization framework includes charts with the evolution of susceptible, infected, recovered, and
deceased individuals. You can visualize the state of
each cell as well as the overall state of the scenario.
Additionally, you can select which age segment you
want to analyze.
Figure 2 shows the overall results of the example
scenario. At the beginning of the simulation, almost
100% of the population is susceptible to the disease,
and it progressively decreases as the pandemic
spreads. At day approximately 325, we ﬁnd the peak of
the infection. At the end of the simulation, 70% of the
population has recovered from the disease, 10% of the
population is deceased, and 20% of the population
remained uninfected (susceptible).
While Figure 2 gives us a general idea of how the
disease will spread, we may be interested in comparing the effect of the illness on different age segments.

c
https://github.com/SimulationEverywhere-Models/CiSEPandemic/tree/main/visualization
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FIGURE 3. Comparison of the epidemic trajectory in young

FIGURE 4. Comparison of the epidemic trajectory in cells (0,0)

and elder people.

and (24,24).

The visualization tol enables the selection of two age
segments to compare them. Figure 3 displays the evolution of each compartment for young and elderly
people.
The percentage of young people that died due to
the disease is negligible compared to the elderly people ratio, which is around 30%. While the peak of the
infected ratio happens at the same time, the age segment corresponding to elder people reaches 7.5% of
its population being infectious at the same time. On
the other hand, the peak infectious ratio for young
people is around 4%. The Jupyter notebook can compare the spread of the disease in different cells.
Figure 4 shows the epidemic trajectory in the cells
(0,0) and (24,24).
Cell (0,0) is the epicenter of the pandemic in our
scenario, and the infection spreads beginning at the
start of the simulation. On day 120, cell (0,0) reaches
its peak number of infections. However, the pandemic
starts to grow at day 375 in the cell (24,24), which is in
the opposite corner cell of the scenario. This case
study shows the ﬂexibility that this simulation environment brings to conduct a variety of simulations,
including changing parameters ranging from the age
of the population up to the effect of the disease. The
visualization tool eases the exploration of the simulation outcome and enables the comparison of the
effect of the pandemic depending on spatial locations
or age segments.
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RUNNING NEW SIMULATIONS
Let us assume now that the virus has extended and it
now affects 16 cells in the upper left corner of the scenario. The ﬁle config/activities/1_base_scenario.json
describes the conﬁguration of this base scenario.
Based on this initial scenario, we propose the following activities.

Activity 1
Run a simulation of this new scenario. Analyze the
ratios of all the compartments at the end of the
simulation.

Activity 2
Using face masks is an effective method for reducing
the airborne transmission of the disease. Let us
assume that policymakers are considering making the
use of masks mandatory for all the population, except
for kids. In addition, we expect that young individuals
will disobey this restriction and wear a mask only half
of the time. Using a mask reduces s to 0.5.
Run a simulation with the corresponding changes
in the conﬁguration ﬁle. How would this policy affect
the epidemic transmission?

Activity 3
Let us assume a vaccine for the disease has been
found. Unfortunately, we can only vaccinate 20% of
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the population. Policymakers are considering vaccinating all the age segments evenly. Run a simulation
considering that 20% of the population of all the age
segments belong to the recovered compartment since
the beginning. Does this change reduce the overall
ratio of deceased people compared to the base
scenario?
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Policymakers are now considering vaccinating only
the oldest population segment, as this age segment is
the most affected by the pandemic. Run a simulation
considering that 100% of this age segment are
assigned to the recovered compartment since the
beginning of the simulation. Is this vaccination strategy more successful in reducing the number of
deceased people?
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Activity 5
So far, we did not consider immunity loss for recovered individuals. Repeat activity 4, but setting the
immunity rate to 0.999. How many waves can you
identify in the simulation results? Which age compartment shows the highest ratio at the end of the
simulation?

CONCLUSION
Modeling the spread of the infectious diseases with
Cell-DEVS allows modelers to quickly prototype new
phenomena related to the disease, and to study the
simulation results with ease. The use of a formal
approach allows the modelers to focus on modeling
aspects and detect errors quickly without worrying
about the simulation aspects, which are handled by a
simulation engine. Advanced simulation tools like the
open-source tool presented in this article provide new
means for studying the spread of diseases and proposing new strategies to beat the pandemic.
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